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Abstract. We consider spaces of lattice gauge field configurations satisfying
gauge invariant regularity conditions, and intersections of these spaces with a
surface given by gauge fixing conditions. We prove that if these conditions are
chosen properly then configurations belonging to the intersection are small
and regular.

In this paper we continue our investigation of the renormalization group method
for lattice approximations of gauge field theories. A notion of regularity and spaces
of regular gauge field configurations have appeared already in a natural way in [3].
There the compositions of averaging operations were considered and we have
proved that they are regular (analytic) functions of the configurations U if the
following regularity conditions are satisfied

\U(dp)-l\«x0η
2, η = L~k (0.1)

for α0 sufficiently small and for plaquettes p contained in a subdomain Ω c ηZd. We
refer the reader to [1, 3] for an explanation of notations and notions used here. We
will use also almost all the results of those papers.

The regularity conditions (0.1) are the most fundamental conditions we impose
on gauge field configurations. They are invariant with respect to gauge
transformations

x')u-1(x')9 (0.2)

so the space of configurations satisfying (0.1) is decomposed into a union of orbits
determined by the group of all gauge transformations.

In this paper we will consider more complicated regularity conditions, which
are gauge invariant also; but let us explain our problem and results on the example
(0.1).

Our renormalization group procedure will be based on solutions of some
variational problems. To consider these problems we will have to fix gauge
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conditions, which means that we have to choose one element from each orbit, or
choose a surface intersecting each orbit at exactly one element. Of course there are
many such surfaces and we have to specify further our problem. We choose a
configuration Uo satisfying (0.1) and we ask if there exists a surface passing
through the element Uo and intersecting each orbit at an element sufficiently close
to Uo. More precisely, this means that if U is an intersection of an orbit satisfying
(0.1) with the surface, then it satisfies the condition

[/[/o W ^ , |4 |<0(a 0 ), (0.3)

A is a Lie algebra valued configuration.
This problem has a solution, i.e. there exists a surface having the above

described property, but we have to introduce some further restrictions. An
example of such restrictions, appearing naturally in the variational problem, is
given by averaging operations

Uk=V on Ω{k) = ΩnZd, (0.4)

where V is a fixed configuration on Ω{k\ This changes somewhat the notion of an
orbit, because the conditions (0.4) are invariant with respect to gauge transfor-
mations u satisfying the restrictions u = 1 on Ωik). Taking into account this change,
the remaining formulations are the same.

An example of the gauge fixing conditions, having the above property, is given
by the generalized Landau conditions investigated in [1, 2, 4]. In this paper we will
consider these conditions only.

Actually the regularity conditions and the results are much more complicated
and we refrain from the formulations in the introduction.

This paper is based on the definitions and the results of [1, 3, 4].

A. Regularity Conditions

Let us recall the definition of a covariant derivative on a lattice. For a function F
defined on a subset of the lattice Tη, with values in complex N xN matrices, we
define

(DlμF)(x) = η-\R(U(x,x + ηefl))F(x + ηeμ)-F(x)),

F())

where U is an arbitrary gauge field configuration, and R(U)X = UXU~ί for a
unitary matrix U and an arbitrary X. Let F be a function defined at plaquettes of a
subset of Tη. Let us denote by pμv(x) a plaquette determined by the point x and
vectors eμ, ev, μ<v, i.e., pμ~(x) = <x,x + ηeμ, x + ηeμ + ηev, x + ηev}, and let
Fμv(x) = F(pμv(x)). We define

(jηTF)(x,x + rieμ) = (Dh*F)μ(x)= Σ (Dl*vFvμ)(x)- Σ (D?,*Λv)(x). (1.2)
v<μ v>μ

Of course these definitions hold for an arbitrary lattice with an arbitrary scale
instead of η.
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To formulate the notion of regularity we have to describe at first a geometric
setting. We consider a sequence of domains (see also [2.II, 4])

ΩoθΩ1DΩ2D...DΩk9 ΩjCTη, j = 0,1 fc, (1.3)

which satisfy the following conditions:

Ωj = Bj(Ω(f)), Ωj is a sum of cubes of a size MγΏr\,

(L^)"1dist(ί35,Ω i/+1)>ΛM1. '

The number M1 is a size of big blocks and was fixed in [4]. It is much bigger than
SQ1, where δ0 is a decay rate of propagators, and it depends on d and L only. We
assume that R is a sufficiently large positive integer (a power of L), so that all the
theorems on propagators in [2,4] hold for RMX. The sets Ωj are identified with
sets of bonds, or sets of plaquettes, in the following way. If Ω C Tψ then we denote by
Ω also the set of bonds (J st(x) = {bonds bcT: at least one end-point of b

xeΩ

belongs to Ω}. Similarly for the corresponding set of plaquettes. This convention
applies to an arbitrary lattice. Let us denote

^jf (1.5)
thus we have

Ω=\jB3(Λj), where B°(Λ0) = Λ0. (1.6)
0

Let us notice that we admit the case where some domains Ωj are equal to Tη9 for
example Ωj=Tη for j = 0,1,...,/, l^k.

Now we can introduce the following spaces of regular field configurations:
for a sequence (1.3) and a positive number α0 we define Uk({Ωj}, α0) as a set of
all gauge field configurations U on Tη satisfying the conditions

\U(dp)-l\«*0L-2j for peΩj9 j = 0,1, ...,/c, (1.7)

or \U(dp)-l\<a0η
2(Ljηy2 for pcΩj9 (1.8)

for fceΩ,., j = 0,1 fc. (1.9)

We have denoted U(dp) = (dU)(p). These conditions may be written in many
equivalent ways, for example (1.7) may be replaced by

f/-4[l-RetrL/(a]7)]<α^L^)-4, peΩj. (1.10)

Of course it is enough to assume that (1.7), (1.9) hold for p, b e Bj(Λj), because if
these conditions hold for some; = /, then they hold for all; < /. These conditions are
invariant with respect to gauge transformations. It is obvious for (1.7), (1.8). To see
that (1.9) is invariant also let us notice that (dUu) (pμv(x)) = R(μ(x)) (dU) (pμv(x)),
and if a function F transforms as Fu(x) = R(u(x))F(x), then from (1.1) we get

(D&ΐ VF<) (x) = R(μ(xj) (Dl*vF) (x). (1.11)

This and (1.2) imply the invariance. Thus the space Uk({Ωj}, α0) is invariant with
respect to gauge transformations.
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Let us introduce further notations and definitions. We denote

» * = U Λj (1.12)

(the same for the sets of bonds), and for an arbitrary configuration V on 23fc we
define

33fe(93fe, V) is a set of all gauge field configurations U satisfying the conditions

Uj=V on Λj9 j = O,...,k. (1.13)

Because (ΌiίJ)b = (U3)l = u(b.)(U3)bu~1φ+) for be T°\ hence the set 33k(33fc, F) is
invariant with respect to gauge transformations u satisfying the conditions

u(y) = l for ye23 k. (1.14)

They form a subgroup of the group of all gauge transformations and we are
interested in spaces of orbits of this subgroup.

B. Gauge (Fixing) Conditions

Generally speaking a gauge condition is a surface in a space of gauge field
configurations, intersecting each orbit at exactly one point. Usually such a surface
is given by equations F(U) = 0.

There are many gauge conditions. An axial gauge is defined by the equations

for XjeΛj9j=l9 ...,fc, we put U3'1^^._ί)=l for xj_1eB(xj),

Uj-\ΓXj_uXj_2) = \ for Xj^eBixj-ά..., (1-15)

U(ΓX2>Xl)=l for XlEB(x2lU(ΓXuX)=l for xeB(Xl).

It is easy to see that these equations together with (1.14) for gauge transformations
determine uniquely an element in each orbit.

We will choose gauge conditions relative to some fixed configuration Uo. This
means that if we consider new variables U' defined by

U=U'U0, or U^UUo1, (1-16)

then the conditions are imposed on the variables U'9 and the surfaces pass through
the element Uo. If we apply a gauge transformation u to U and if we demand that in
the above representation for Uu the configuration Uo is unchanged, then we get the
following transformation law for the configurations Uf:

U'u(x, xf) = u(x) U'(x, x^R(V0(x, x'))u- \x'). (1.17)

If we are interested in a dependence on C70, then we may consider another point of
view. We demand that U and Uo are transformed in the usual way, and then we get
for "[/'=[/"(£/£)- x:

uU'(x, x') - R(u(x)) U'(x, xθ (1.18)

Defining gauge conditions we will use the first point of view expressed in the
transformation law (1.17).
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Now let us define the axial gauge conditions relative to I/o. They were
introduced in [3], (64-72) by the conditions:

for x0 e Bj(Xj), Xj e Λj9 1 ̂ j^k, we define a sequence of points x0, x l 9 ...,*,•_ l 9

Xj by the conditions xπeΰ(xπ + 1), n = 0,1, . . . J—1, and we put

(Rno,Xn+ίU
m)(ΓXn+u J = Π X(£7"o(rXil+li f t.))^ = l . (1.19)

Let us recall that the average Um was defined in [3] as

The conditions (1.19) determine uniquely an element in each orbit given by the
subgroup (1.14). We denote this gauge condition by Axk(9ik9 Uo).

Let us analyze it for k = 1. More exactly we want to understand implications of
(1.19) and (1.7). We have for a plaquette p = (x,y,z, w>

= (U'U0)(dp)

= V'(x, y)R(U0(x, y)) U'(y, z) U0(dp)R(U0(x, w)) U'(z, w) U\w, x), (1.21)

and let us denote

( V ) (p) = U'(x, y)R(U0(x, yj) U'(z, y)R(U0(x, w)) U'(z, w) U'(w, x). (1.22)

Let us introduce a set of bonds. For a bond c C Γ 0 ) we take a set of bonds
connecting the blocks B\cJ), Bj(c+) and denote it by Bj(c), thus

Bj(c) = {bcT:b_eBj(c_lb+eBj(c+)}. (1.23)

Later we will need to consider a general situation which is described in the lemma

Lemma 1. Let Vo, VΎ0 satisfy the condition (1.7) for k=l and L arbitrary, and let

(R(V0)V)(ΓyJ=\ for xeB{y\\V%-V0\<^ on Ω^K (1.24)

Then for αθJ oc1 small the configuration V is also small, more precisely we have the
bound

\V/-l\<4d2a0 + a1 on Ωx. (1.25)

We will prove the lemma. From (1.22) and the assumptions we have

- 2 . (1.26)

The conditions {R0V')(ΓyiX) = l, xeB(y), imply Vζ=\ for bcΓytX. This and the
above estimate imply \Vζ— \\<{d— 1)(L— l)2α0ZΓ2 for bcB(y) by the same
reasoning as in [3] (between (44) and (46)). For a plaquette p connecting two
neighboring blocks £(c_), B(c+) we take two bonds b\ b"cdp, b\ b"eB(c) and
from (1.26) and the bounds on \Vζ—1| for b\ V belonging either to B{cJ), or to

\*{V0(ΓhQt_%h_))Vi-VζQ\<{d-\) (L-l)4dα 0L- 1<4(d-l)rfα 0 for an arbitrary
bond b 6 B(c) and b0 being the unique bond of c belonging to B(c). The con-
dition i F F o - F o l H F ' - l l ^ ! implies |Λ(70([c_, fe0.-])) K0-l\^4(d-l)
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( L - l)Lα0L~2 + OLX <4(d— l)α0 + α1? hence finally we have the bound (1.25) for an
arbitrary bond b.

From this proof it follows that the result is local in the sense that the bound
(1.25) for a bond b depends on bounds (1.7), (1.24) on 2?(c_)u2?(c+), if b belongs to
this set.

The bound (1.25) holds for arbitrary L, unfortunately for Llarge it is too weak.
We expect that choosing properly a gauge condition we can get V' = eiL~lA with a
bound lAl^OioίQ + oLi). The good gauge condition for which this is true is the
Landau gauge condition considered in [2, 4].

Let us recall the definition of this gauge, as it was given in [2,4]. We consider the
subspace N(Q'(U0)) = {λ: Q\Uo)λ = 0} of the space L2(ί20, g) of functions on Ωo

with values in the Lie algebra g. We assume always that Uo is a sufficiently regular
configuration, so that operators depending on Uo are well defined and all
necessary properties hold for them. Later we will state precisely the assumptions.
An operator R(U0) is defined as an orthogonal projection in this real Hubert
space, onto the subspace Δη

UoN{Q\Uo)). The Landau gauge condition can be
defined formally on the whole space of gauge field configurations in terms of the
variables U' by the equation

Λ(E7oWo}logC/' = 0. (1.27)

This definition has a sense really only for configurations in a small neighborhood

of Uo, thus for A'= -\ogU' sufficiently small.
i

We may formulate our problem in the form of the following statement: each
orbit in the space Uk({Ωj}, αo)n33k(93fc, V) intersects the surface given by (1.27) at
exactly one point A satisfying the bounds \A\<0(oc0L~j) on Ωj. Unfortunately,
such a statement may not be true. Having in view also the future applications to the
variational problem, we are interested in a slightly changed problem. The allowed
gauge transformations u are restricted by the conditions (1.14): u(y)=l9 ye33fc.
These conditions are very hard to work with analytically and we have to replace
them by conditions imposed on some averages of u rather than on values of u at the
points of 33fc. We choose the averages which were described in detail in [3],
formulas (78)-(80), and denoted by Rou

j. Let us notice that for u(x) = eιλ(x) and λ

small a linear part of the function τ log(Rou
j) (y) is equal to (Q'j(U0)λ) (y), and the

definition of the Landau gauge depends on these averaging operations. The
restrictions on gauge transformations are now given by the conditions
(Rou

J) (y) = 1, y e Λj9 j = 0,1,..., k. The problem with these conditions is that they
do not agree with the group structure of the space of gauge transformations, that is
if ul9u2 are two transformations satisfying these conditions, then generally the
product u1u2 does not satisfy them. This implies that the notion of orbit is not well
defined and depends on an element U chosen to generate the set {Uu-1}. Let us
remark that we have changed the convention how to define an orbit. From now on
we will use inverse elements u~1, in accordance with the definitions and formulas
of the paper [3]. A way out of this difficulty is to choose in some way an element 17
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from each orbit defined by (1.14), that is to choose some preliminary gauge
condition, next to generate the set {t/""1} for all u satisfying the conditions
Rou

j= 1, and finally to find an intersection of this set with the surface determined
by the Eq. (1.27). We would like to prove that this intersection is unique and that
the corresponding configuration A satisfies the bounds \A\<O(a0LΓj) on Ωp

As the preliminary gauge condition we choose the axial gauge given by the Eq.
(1.19). Now we can formulate the problem precisely. Let us take an arbitrary V
such that

U'U0 6 Uk({Ωj}9 αo)n33fc(33fc, V)nAxk{^ Uo) (1.28)

and let us consider the set {U/u~1} for gauge transformations u satisfying the
conditions

( T O ( y ) = l for yeΛj9 j = O,l,...,k. (1.29)

Our problem is to prove that there exists a gauge transformation u such that U'u~ \

or rather A=-logU/u \ satisfies the Landau gauge condition (1.27) and the

bounds \A\, \Vu~JA\<O(<x0LΓJ') on Ωj. We would like to prove also that such a
gauge transformation is unique, i.e. the set {U'u~1} intersects the part of the surface
(1.27) satisfying the above bounds at exactly one point.

The rest of this paper is devoted to a proof of this statement.
Let us make few remarks assuming that this statement is true. The unique

gauge transformations described in it define a mapping of the set (1.28) into the
regular part of the surface (1.27). Let us denote the image set of this mapping by Σk,
and 17/M~1 = 1/1. The set Σk is n o t contained in 33k(93k> V) because the gauge
transformations u do not satisfy the necessary conditions (1.14). The configu-
rations V satisfy the equations ϋ'j = VCUί)'1 on Λj9 hence Uί satisfies

(U\X = u(b_)(U{)M,bu-\b+) = Vb(UiX\beAj. (1.30)

Let us notice that we do not assume that Uo satisfies (1.13), i.e. that Uo e 9Sfe(95fe, V),
hence the right-hand side in (1.30) generally is not equal to 1. We will assume only
that it is close to 1.

In [3] we have determined the gauge transformation u in terms of the
configuration U1. We refer the reader especially to the formulas (87), (99), (97), and
(105) of that paper. If both end-points ft_, b+ of a bond b belong to Λj9 then the
expression on the left-hand side of (1.30) is equal to (ϋ{)b by (92) of [3]. If a bond b
crosses the boundary of Ap then one of the end-points belongs to Ap e.g. b + EAP

and another to A^ ub.e Aj_v In this case the formulas (97), (99), and (87) of [3]
imply

>=Wo)*~
where by the formula (105) of [3]

κo,b-ui —exp i
xeB(b -)
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All sites of the contours Γb x belong to Λ^l9 hence U{~ * in the above formula is
equal to ViΌ^1)'1. Let us denote V(Uj

0)~1 = V/. We can write Eq. (1.30) as

if bcΛj(i.e.9b-9b+eΛj),

xeBφ-) I

if b-eAj-l9b+eAj9 (1-31)
or

-logU{=B on Aj9 7 = 0, l,...,fc,

where the configuration B is defined by the above equations. Thus we have

Σk C {a set of configurations U=U1U0,Ue Uk({Ωj}, α0), C/± = e'*4,
2) on Ω ^ β ( C / o , ^ ) = B,

(1.32)

Let us remark also that we have chosen the preliminary gauge condition Axk not
only for the reason of simplicity and convenience, but for deeper reasons connected
with properties of the averaging operations ϋ{.

C. Formulation of Theorems on Transformation from the Axial Gauge
to the Landau Gauge

At first let us formulate precisely the assumptions we have to make on the
configurations Uθ9 U = U'U0. We assume that:

Uo e Uk({Ωj}, α 0 ), Uo satisfies the regularity condition (3.35) in [4].
(1.33)

U'U0 e Uk({Ωj}, <*0)nAxk(ϊβk9 Uo), (1.34)

\iUVoy-Ui\Ka, on Λj9 j = 0,l,...,fc. (1.35)

We need the second condition in (1.33) to apply all the results of [4] on
propagators with the background gauge field configuration Uo. We will see later
that this condition is a consequence of the first one in (1.33), so eventually we will
drop it out of the assumptions. The condition (1.35) replaces the equalities for the
averages in the conditions (1.28). It is satisfied if V is close to Uj

θ9 more precisely if
\V-Ui\Ka,.

Now our problem is to construct a gauge transformation u satisfying the
equalities (1.29) and such that U1 = U'u~ί satisfies the conditions

2-f}JSβ0<U on Ωj9 j = O,l,...,Λ,
(1.36)

Qj(U0,ηA) = B on Aj9 7 = 0,1, ...,/c, B is given by formula (1.31) with

1 by the assumption (1.35), (1.37)

R(Uo)Dl*oA = 0. (1.38)
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Of course the last condition is the most important constraint on A which assures
that the others are satisfied. It holds by the construction. Also the condition (1.37)
is basically of an algebraic character and it follows from the construction, as in
(1.30), (1.31). The only fact we need to write it this way is the representation of Uγ

and the first condition on A in (1.36). Thus (1.36) contains all the results we have to
prove about A, besides its existence. This condition describes fully regularity
properties of the first order derivatives. Such information is unavailable for the
second order derivatives, but we have the following bounds for the second order
operators acting on A:

IDllD^AllΔ^AlKB^ + aJilJηy3 on Ωj9 j = O,l,...,k. (1.39)

Of course we want to prove that the constants Bl9 B2(βo) in (1.36), (1.39) are
absolute constants depending on d and L only, B2(β0) on β0 also. We expect that
we have to assume that αo + α! is sufficiently small.

We can formulate now the main result of the paper.
Theorem 2. There exist constants Bu B2(β0)9 c1 such that for arbitrary Uθ9 U'U0

satisfying (1.33)—(1.35) with <xo + aι1^c1 there exists exactly one gauge transfor-
mation u satisfying (1.29) and such that the conditions (1.36)—(1.39) hold for the
configuration Uί = U/u~\

We will be proving this theorem, and its reformulations, in the rest of this
paper.

Let us separate some aspects of the proof. It will be by induction with respect to
k and we will construct the configuration U1 perturbatively, the perturbation
around a configuration constructed in a previous step. This method will not give us
good constants in (1.36), or (1.39), and we have to prove the bounds in (1.36), (1.39)
by some other method, assuming that we have constructed L^ satisfying
(1.36)—(139) with worse constants. This raises the question of what are the best
constants in these bounds. This question may be answered independently of a
proof of Theorem 2.

Let us consider a somewhat more general situation. We assume that we have
configurations Uθ9 U^UQ satisfying the following conditions

satisfies the additional regularity condition (3.35) in [4], (1.40)

υγ=έnA,\A\<u2(Ώy\yγ on Ωj9 (1.41)

R(Uo)Dl*oA = 09Q/Uθ9ηA) = B on Λj9 \B\<2dI^l9 (1.42)

(/ = 0,1,..., k above). Thus we have apparently much weaker regularity now. We
will prove that in fact these conditions imply all the other conditions in (1.36),
(1.39), and we will find the constants Bl9 B2, and restrictions on α0, α1? α2. We start
investigating implications of (1.40).

We derive formulas and estimates which will have other applications in the
future, so we formulate them now in the most general way needed. We have from
(1.21), (1.22),

- 1] tR(UΌ(x, w))t/^z, wW^w, x) - 1]

l ] . (1.43)
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The first two terms on the right-hand side can be bounded by 4ot2θL0{Ljη) ~3η3 for p
CΩj. If we apply the derivative D^lUo to ΘU^Q, then the derivative of these two
terms can be bounded by 8rfα2α0(l/f/)~3^2. Further we have

\Dl*ϋodU0-D%dU0\<2d*0*2(lJηΓ3η2 on Ωj.

Let us denote by Ox(α) an expression which can be estimated by α, i.e. |O1(α)| ̂  α.
Thus we have

WιuodU1U0 = D1?odU0 + DΊj*ϋodΰoU1 +O1(10ώoα2(ίΛ7Γ V ) (1-44)

Let us consider the second term on the right-hand side above. From the definition
(1.1), (1.2) we obtain that a value of this expression at a bond {x,x + ηeμ)eΩj is
equal to

= (Dl*o(dUoU1-l))(x,

+ Σ η~ιR(U0{x,x-ψv))
v< μ

- Σ
(1.45)

We expand RiU^x, x-ηev))-1 in A. Because dϋoU1 - 1 = O1(4a2(Ljη)~ίη), so it
is enough to consider a term of the first order, a remainder is O^lηA]2)
= 01(3α2(LJ^)~'2η2). The term of the first order is ίη &dA(X>x_ηev) = O1(2a2(I/^)" 1η).
Similarly, if we take this term and expand dUoUί — 1, then it is enough to consider a

term of the first order only, a remainder is Oί{—η2(d\A\(p))2\

= Oί($ocl(Ljηy2η2). The term of the first order is ίη2(Dη

UoA)(p). This gives

ufaUJ (x, x + ηeμ) = (D^iβ^U, - 1)) (x, x + ̂ μ )

+ ̂ 2 Σ ^Uo(x9x-ηev))3ίdAiXtX.ηev)(Dη

ϋoA)(pμv(x-ηev))
v4=μ

V). (1.46)

Let us consider the first term on the right-hand side of the above equality. We
expand it in A up to the third order and we get

(dvoUi) (P) -1=irfΨhA) (P) ~ in2v2(u0, A, dp)

(1.47)

where V2 is a polynomial of the second order in A. Thus

(1.48)
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We find easily the polynomial V2:

V2(U0, A, dp) = (A(x, y))2 + 2A(x, y)R(U0(x, y))A(y, z)

+ 2A(x,y)R(U0(x,w))A(z,w)

+ 2A(x, y)A(w, x) + (R(U0(x, y))A{y, z))2

+ 2R(U0(x, y))A(y, z)R(U0(x, w))A(z, w)

+ 2R(U0(x,y))A(y,z)A(w,x)

+ (R(U0(x,w))A(z,w))2

+ 2R(U0(x, w))A(z, w)A(w, x) + (A(w, x))2

= η\{Dl0A) (p))2 + {[A(x, y), R(U0(x, y))A(y, z)]

+ [A(x, y), R(U0(x, w))A(z, w)] + [A(x, y), A(w, x)]

+ lR(U0(x, y))A{y, z), R(U0(x, w))A(z, w)]

+ lR{υo{x,y))A{y,z),A{w,x)-\

+ lR(U0(x, w))A(z, w), A(w, x)]} . (1.49)

This equality holds for arbitrary A in the complexified Lie algebra, but if A is
Hermitian, then the first expression above is a real part of V2, and the second is an
imaginary part of V2, multiplied by i. Let p=pμv(x), then the expression in {...} can
be written as

{...} = 2 lAμ(x), Av(x)-] + 2η [_Aμ(x), (DμAv) (x)]

+ 2η l(DvAμ) (x), Av(x)-] - η lAμ(x), (DvAμ) (x)]

- n ίΦμAv) (x), Av(xj] - η2 l(DμAv) (x), (DvAμ) (x)] , (1.50)

where Dμ denotes the derivative Dη

Όoμ. From these equalities we see that all the
terms in V2, except the first term on the right-hand side above, have some powers of
η. If we apply DΊ*0 to V2, we use these factors to cancel η ~1 and to replace D^* by
Z)J,*, which is a very simple bounded operator. Thus

D%V2(U0,A)=-2 Σ DflA^AJ + O^dlAUVlA]). (1.51)
v = 1

Further

(D* [Aμ, A,-]) (x) = η {_{D*Aμ) (*), (D*AV) (x)] + [(D*4μ) (x), ̂ v(x)]

+ [.Aμ(x),(D*Ay)(xy], (1.52)

hence, taking into account the identity (D*^4)(x)= — R(U0(x — ηeμ, x))(DμA)
(x-ηeμ), we get

WDllV2(U0M) = Oί(32d\A\\V^A\η2) = O1(32da^

Gathering together the equalities and the estimates obtained until now we get

1 Uo = D%dU0 + iη2Dl*0Dl0A + 0 tfβda^IJηΓ' \ V^0A\ η2)

η2)on Ω}. (1.54)
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This is the basic estimate. It will be applied in several different situations in the
future. Let us recall that it was derived under the assumption (0.1) for Uo and (1.41)
for U±.

We will apply it to get regularity results for A, assuming (1.40)-(l 42). From
(1.40) the term on the left-hand side and the first term on the right-hand side can be
estimated by ao(Ljηy3η2. This implies that

\J\ £ (2α0 + 36d(x2(Ljη)2 \ V$QA\ + 5Odoc3

2 + I0da0a2) (lAj) ~\ (1.55)

or

where the norms | |(α) were introduced in [4]. For the reader's convenience let us

recall the definition: |A| ( α )= supsup(LJ'f/)~α|^4|.
J ΩJ

The configuration A satisfies (1.42) also. Proposition 4 from [3] implies that

Q/Uθ9 ηA) = UηQjA + C0ηA)9 \C0ηA)\ £ C2\tiηA\2 < C2a
2

2, (1.56)

hence LjηQjA = B1, B1=B-Cj(LjηA) on Λj9 |J51 |<2dLα1 + C 2 α| . We make the
translation A~A1 +H(U0)Bl9 where the operator H(U0) was defined in [4], and
we get the equations

Bί,

QjA^O on Λj, RiUoJDHA^O.

They imply finally

A = G(U0)J-G(U0)Dl*oDUΰH(U0)B1 + H(U0)B1

= G(U0)J + G(U0)ΣQfΛj(LJηy3B1, ( 1 5 8 )

where the operator G(U0) was introduced and investigated in [4]. Let us recall
only the definition:

G(uo)= p ? A + V
Theorem 3.3 of [4] implies the bounds:

^ B0(2oί0 + 36doc21 VgoA\^2) + 5Odoc3

2 + 10dα0α2 + 2dLa1 + C2OL%) . (1.59)

Let us take this bound for \V^0A\(^2) on the left-hand side, and let us assume that
B036da2^ 1/2. This gives us a bound for |ΓJ0^4|(_2), equal to the right-hand side
above without this term and multiplied by 2. Using this bound we get

t + 2<x2

2 + 20dα0α2 + 2 C 2 α | ) . (1.60)

Now we assume further that

2 ^ α 0 + α 1 . (1.61)
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This and the previous inequality give finally

\A\ <5dLB0(a0 + α x ) ( L j η y \ |V5QA\ <5dLB0(a0 +

3 on Ω7 . (1.62)

Let us formulate the results in

Proposition 3. // Uθ9 I/JC/Q satisfy (1.40)—(1.42) wiί/z α0, α l 5 α2 bounded by a
constant depending on d and L only, and oc2 satisfies the additional restriction (1.61),
then Ux satisfies (1.36)-(1.39) with B^δdLBo, B2(β0) = 5dLB0(β0), where Bo,
B0(β0) are the corresponding norms of the operators G([/o), H(U0), and depend on d
and L only, B0(β0) on β0 also.

This proposition explains how the constants Bί9 B2 may be chosen. Let us
make some comments on the restriction (1.61). In the future we will get a
configuration A satisfying (1.41) with α2 = B\(α0 + αx) = C'1B1 (α0 + α x). The restr-
iction follows from the bounds

20da2<x0 + 2α| + 2C2a
2

2 < (lOdB^ + IBfCf + 2C2B\C?) (α0 + α j 2 ^ α0

(1.63)

hence from

β 2C /

1

2)(α 0 + α 1 ) ^ l . (1.64)

This is a restriction on αo + αx depending on d, L, and C'u and in the future
considerations we will have to make sure that C[ depends on d and L only.

We will prove Theorem 2 by induction. To use the inductive assumptions easily
we have to reformulate the conditions (1.35). The first two conditions (1.33), (1.34)
have the property that they hold for k— 1, if they hold for k. We will replace (1.35)
by an equivalent condition which has this property also. By Proposition 2 of [3]
the bounds \dU-\\<a0η

2 imply \dW-\\<(χQL2iη2 + 2Cγ(a0L
2jη2)2<2a0L

2jη2,
7 = 0, l,...,/c for α 0 small. Let us take7 = fc— 1 and let us apply Lemma 1 to
V0 = Uk

0-\ VΎo = (U7Uo)k-1 = U/k-^Uk

o-
1. Of course all the assumptions are

satisfied and we obtain \V'—l\ = \U'k~1 — l\<8d2oιo + aι,1. We apply again the
Lemma 1 to V0^Uk

0~
2, VΎ0 = U'k~2Uk

0~
2 and the constant ocx replaced by

8d 2α 0 + α l 9 and we obtain \ΰ'k~2 — l | < 8 d 2 α 0 L ~ 2 + 8d2α0 + α1. Continuing these
arguments we get \U/j-\\<M2a0L~2{k~j~1) +... + M2OLOL-2 +

<%d20L0-——2 + α 1 < l l d 2 α 0 + α1. Thus the conditions (1.33)—(1.35) imply
1 — J-j

on Ωf. (1.65)

We will assume that the above bounds hold instead of (1.35). For simplicity let us
write a1 instead of the right-hand side above, so we assume that

KTΓUly-ϋiMU^-llKa, on Ωy>, j = 0,l,...,fc. (1.66)

Now we are ready to give an inductive proof of the following
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Theorem 4. There exists a constant cγ such that for arbitrary Uo, U'UQ satisfying
(1.33), (1.34), (1.66) with α0 + ocί ^cγ there exists exactly one gauge transformation
u satisfying (1.29) and such that the conditions (1.37), (1.38), (1.62) hold for the
configuration U1 = U/U~\

Of course this theorem implies Theorem 2. Proposition 3 implies that it is
enough to prove (1.37), (1.38) and

on Ωp B\ = (1.67)

with an absolute constant C'u i.e. a constant depending on d and Lonly. In the rest
of this paper we will be occupied with a proof of these conditions.

A proof of the first step, for k = 1, will be included in a proof of the general step.
Thus let us assume that Theorem 4 holds for some k — 1 and we will prove it for k.
Let us take configurations l/0, t/'l/0 satisfying the conditions (1.33), (1.34), (1.66). It
was already noticed that they imply the same conditions for k — 1 (we do not
consider the set Ωk). Applying the inductive hypothesis we get a gauge transfor-
mation uγ such that

for

for

= 0,1, ...,fc-2, and

on Ωj9 j = 0,1, . . . ,/c-1.

(1.68)

(1.69)

The other conditions in (1.37), (1.38), and (1.62) hold also, but we will not need
them. It is clear from (1.69) that we have to improve the bounds on the domain Ωk.

Let us consider the gauge transformation uγ. From (64)-(87) of [3] it follows
that u1 is determined uniquely in terms of U1 and is given by (106). From (105) and
(106) we have for xeBj(Λj),

)-i|^ Σ

max
xeB{xn+i)

(1.70)

Using (130) and (1.69) we obtain

1
S\Qn(U0,ηA)\(ΓXn+ιJ

(1.71)

for α0 + oq sufficiently small, hence

The same argument can be applied to the averages

( x j - 1 |

\, and we get

(1.73)
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From (108) and (1.71) we obtain also

| ( « - H * M + i ) ( £ π o , ^ (1.74)

for xneB(xn+ί), xn+ίeBj~n~1(Λj), n = 0,...,j-l, j=l,...,k-l (we take

We will use only the properties (1.69), (1.73), (1.74) of the configurations uu U1

in the future. They are satisfied in the case k= 1 also, if we take uί = l, U'=Uί9

because then by Lemma 1 we have |Uί — 11 < 4d2oc0 + <xx and U1 = eίA' = eίL~ίA with
A satisfying the bounds (1.69), at least for Bγ not too small, e.g. for Bo satisfying
5dLB0 ^ 8d2. The conditions (1.73), (1.74) are important because we have analyzed
the averaging operations for gauge transformations in [3] assuming that they
satisfy these conditions. We will use the results of that paper.

The gauge transformation u± transforms the configuration I/' into the
configuration Uί which is sufficiently regular and close to 1. We want to find
another gauge transformation u' which transforms Uί into a configuration I/"'"1

satisfying the conditions (1.37), (1.38), (1.67) and which satisfies the conditions
Rou

/u1

j= 1 on Ay The composition u = u/u1 of these two gauge transformations is
the transformation we are looking for. The conditions which have to be satisfied
for vΐlead to restrictions on u', e.g. vΐhas to be a small configuration also, and they
lead to equations on u'. We will analyze these equations and we will prove that
under proper conditions they have a unique solution.

D. Equations for the Gauge Transformation u'

We fix a configuration Uo and we omit it in formulas below, for example we write D
instead of Dη

Uo. We are looking for a configuration vΐ such that I/"'"1 satisfies the
conditions (1.37), (1.38), (1.62). In particular (1.62) and (1.69) imply

on Ωj, j = l,...,fc-l. (1.75)

Reasoning as in (1.70)-{1.72) we have \u'u1 — l\<l6dB1(a0 + (xi). From the
inequality (1.72) for ux we get

α0 + α 1). (1.76)

The estimates (1.75), (1.76) imply that vΐ satisfies the regularity conditions (176),
(177) [3] on ΩjC TL-j with α4 = 32d£1(α0 + αx). The estimates (1.73), (1.74) together
with the condition R^ΰ{ = 1 on Λj imply that uί satisfies (166), (167) [3] on Bj(Aj)
C TL-j with α3 = lβdB^oίQ + oq), thus for α0 + a1 sufficiently small the assumptions
of Proposition 10 are satisfied and we have the representation (213) and the bounds
(214) [3].

We have to construct the configuration u\ so we have to change somewhat our
point of view. The above estimates show that it is natural to assume the regularity
conditions (176), (177) on ΩjC TL-h with some constant α4 to be determined later.
Here it is more convenient to work with regularity conditions of the type (207) [3],
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Thus we consider the set of configurations u' = eίλ with λ satisfying

\λ\<^\(Dλ)(b)\<^(Uη)-1 for beΩj9 j = 0,1, ...,fc- 1, (1.77)

where α4 is sufficiently small, but otherwise arbitrary (i.e., not necessarily given by
α4 = 32d£1(α0 + aj). These conditions imply the regularity conditions (176), (177)
on ΩjC TLh with 4α4 instead of α4.

The configuration uγ is fixed and determined by Uu hence we keep the same
meaning of α3 as before (i.e. α3 = lβdB^oίQ + αj) . The transformation u/ui has to
satisfy the conditions (1.29), and u1 satisfies (1.68). Of course (jR0M1

fe~1)(x)= 1 for
x G B(Λk) implies (RoU^) (y) = 1 for y e ̂ Lk, hence i^ satisfies the conditions (1.29)
and we may write these conditions for u'u1 in the following way

u/j = R^Γ1

j(R^iΓi

jy1 = l on Λj9 j = 0,l,...,fc, (1.78)

or equivalently as

Q'(ul9λ) = 0 on 93fe, A=τlogw/, (1.79)

where

Q'(ul9λ,y) = Q'j(ul9λ9y) for

We get a second equation for λ using (1.38):

g ? 1 = 0. (1.80)

We have

= eiηR(u'-Hb-))Ab e-iλ(b-) eiλ(b-) + iη(Dλ)(b) ^ (1.81)

and using the formulas (32), (36)—(41) [3] we obtain

( [ / « ' " x ) =g»'/Λ(ιι'-1(l>-)Mbβίί/flf(iadA(b_))(Dλ)(&) + iι/2gfi(λ(ί>-),(JDλ)(&)) (1.82)

where the Lie algebra valued function $1 satisfies the bound

\MKb-), (Dλ) (b))\ S O(l)\(Dλ) (b)\2. (1.83)

We assume of course that α4 is sufficiently small. Using (28) and (31) [3], we get

(1.84)
where

\Mλψ.l (Dλ) (fe), Ab)\ S 0(1)\Ab\ \(Dλ) (b)\. (1.85)

Now we apply the derivative D* to the expression on the right-hand side of (1.84).
ηD* is a bounded operator, hence i ) * ^ ^ ! satisfies the bound (1.85). The operators
R(u'~1(bJ)) = e~lΆάλ{b-) and ̂ (iad A ( b ) ) are given by power series in adλ(fc }. Let us
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consider for example a term (adΛ(6_))"v4i,,

/A^x) = R(U0(x, x - ηeμ)) (adΛ(x_ V μ ))Mμ(x -ηeμ) - ( a d ^ M / x )

-(adm)"Aμ(x)

= 0/ad(J,ίJl)(x) + adMx)Πη(D*μAμ) (x) + Aμ(x))

-(adλix))
nAμ(x), (1.86)

hence

)Mμ(x) = (adi(xy(D*AJ (x) + Pn{λ(x), D*λ(x), Aμ(x), Aμ(x -

(1.87)

and

D* i l o g l / f ' ) (*) = e-" ί a d^'(D*^) (x)+g(iadMx))(D*Dλ) (x) + g3(A(x), DA, A),

(1.88)

where g 3 depends on (Dλ) (b), Ab for b e st(x) and satisfies

\Mλ(x),Dλ,A)\SO(l)\Dλ\\A\. (1.89)

Equations (1.79), (1.80) can be written as

DKA)^,
Q'(uuλ) = 0. ( " }

The function Q'(uuλ) is almost equal to Q'λ, the linear averaging operator used in
the definition of the operator R, the error is of second order in α3, α4. If it was equal
to Q'λ, then D*Dλ = Aλ would belong to the subspace R = ΔN(Qr) and we would
have

Thus the main linear part in λ of the left-hand side of (1.90) would be given by the
invertible operator, the remaining terms being small. We will reduce the problem
(1.90) to such a situation by a change of variables. We want to find a
transformation of variables λ which linearizes the function Q\uu λ), more exactly
transforms it into the function Q'λ. This transformation has to be applied to Eqs.
(1.90) also, hence it has to be sufficiently regular. Of course such a problem is highly
indeterminate because a number of variables involved is much bigger than a
number of conditions. In the next section we will find one solution of this problem.
Let us introduce the operators

H'=G'2Q'*(Q:G'2Q:*r\ σ^Δ+Q^αQy1. (1.91)

They were investigated in [4], and the following inequality can be obtained from
the results of this paper:

for xsΩj9 (1.92)
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where

(H'X)(x)= Σ (U'η)dH'(x9/)X(/)9

and Bo is an absolute constant (depending on d and L only).
In the next section we will prove that for α3, α4 sufficiently small there exists a

function D'(ul9λ) such that the change of variables λ-+λ — H'Df(uuλ) transforms
the function Q'(ul9 X) into Q'λ. The function D'(ul9 λ) is analytic in λ9 defined on a
set of λ satisfying (1.77) with 1/2 α4 instead of α4, and is bounded by C'2(α3 + α4)α4,

and also by - - α 4 . This change of variables applied to Eqs. (1.90) gives the

following equations

-R%3(λ-H'D'(ul9λ)9Dλ-DH'D'(μl9λ)9A) = 09

Q'λ = 0. (1.93)

The first term in the first equation can be written as

(1.94)

because RAλ = Aλ for λ satisfying Q'λ = 0. For α4 small the second operator above
has a small norm. Let us recall that from Theorems 3.1, 3.2 of [4] it follows that
\Rf\ S B'oI/I, hence the operator R [...] R has a L00 norm bounded by 0(α4)£0

2. We
assume that α4 is so small that 0(α 4 )β 0

2 ^^. Then the operator in the square
bracket in (1.94) is invertible. Multiplying Eq. (1.93) by an inverse operator we
obtain the equations

Δλ-RD*A-R%t(λ9Dλ9A9D*A) = O9 Q'λ = 0. (1.95)

Now we will investigate properties of the function JR(54. Let us denote by V the
operator g(...) — l in the internal bracket [...] in (1.94). It is a very simple local
operator of the form (Vf) (x) = F(x)/(x), where V(x) is a linear operator on the Lie
algebra g, satisfying the bound \V\ ^ 0(α4). The operator in (1.94) acting on Δλ is
equal to I + RVR and its inverse is given by the Neumann series

00 00

(I + RVR)-1=I+ Σ (-lf(RVR)n = I+ Σ (-l)nR(VRf. (1.96)
n=ί n=ί

Let us consider the term with the function ^3 in Eq. (1.93). Using the inequality
(1.89) we can bound a value of this function at a point x e Ωj by

0(1) max \(Dλ) (b)-(DH'D'(ul9 λ)) (b)\ \Ab\ < 0 (1)α 4 ( lΛ/)^B^ + a,) (tiη)~1

(1.97)

( )

The operators JR and V are bounded in this norm, and we have

|/ | ( _ 2 ) . (1.98)

Thus it is a function with a bounded norm | | (_2).
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This and (1.96) implies that the operator (I + RVR)'1 applied to the last term in
(1.93) gives a term bounded by O(l)£1(α0 + oL^oL^ΊJη)'2 on Ωj. We get the same
bound for the term with D*A (but with RD*A subtracted), and with AH'D'(ul9λ).
Thus we have the bound

2 on Ωj (1.99)

for j<k.
Equations (1.95) can be changed into the equivalent equation

λ = G'RD*A + G'R%t(λ9 Dλ, A, D*A). (1.100)

If λ is a solution of this equation, then λ satisfies both Eqs. (1.95) because
Q'G'R = Q'G'(I-G'Q/*(Q'G'2Q'*y1Q'G') = O. Of course (1.95) imply (1.100). A
solution of this equation may be interpreted as a fixed point of the transformation
given by the right-hand side of the equation. Let us denote it by $(λ). We will prove
that for α0 + αx sufficiently small and for α4 chosen properly there exists exactly one
fixed point of $•

At first we will find domains in λ which are invariant under the transformation
g. One of the results of [4], Theorem 3.1, tells us that G' is a bounded operator
from a space with the norm | |(_ 2 ) into a space with the norm | | for functions, and
the norm | |(-i) for their first derivatives. Thus we have

on Ωj9

 ( * '

if λ belongs to the space

{λilλlKβ^ADλlKβ^ϋηy1 on Ωj9 j = 091, ...9k-1} , β^h

0 Γ S i m p l y {λ AλMDλl^Kβat}. (1.102)

The function g is obviously an analytic function in λ and we consider
configurations λ with values in the complexified algebra. The function g maps the
domain (1.102) into itself if Cχ<Ξ 1 and

hence if

βa4. (1.103)

Now we will prove that for α4 sufficiently small the transformation is
contractive. We have

i, Dλl9 A, D*A) - R%4(λ2, Dλ2, A, D*A))

+ τ(Dλ1-Dλ2),A,D*A)\τ=0. (1.104)
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Let us take λl9 λ2 from the domain (1.102) with β = \ and let us apply the Cauchy
formula for the derivative of the analytic function in τ above. We have

1 1 dτ
2πi \τ\=rτ

2 4 * 2 i 2 > 1

-t)Dλ2 + τ(Dλ1-Dλ2),A,D*A) (1.105)

with r = (4max{\λ1-λ2\9 \Dλ1-Dλ2\i_1)}y1oί4. The argument tλϊ+(l-t)λ2

+ τ(λx — λ2) belongs to the domain (1.102) with β — \, and we use the inequality
(1.99). We get

-λ2l\Dλί-Dλ2\i_ί)}, (1.106)

and by (1.103)

i C ; α 4 ^ i for β = $.

Thus the transformation g maps the domain (1.102) with β — \ into itself and is
contractive if the inequality (1.103) holds with β = ̂ . The contraction mapping
theorem implies that there exists a unique fixed point of this transformation in the
considered domain. To get a best uniqueness result we have to take a largest
possible α4. It is independent of α0 + otv To get best bounds on the solution we have
to take a smallest possible α4, hence α4 = 8JB

/

θJB1(αo + α1), and then we have to
assume that a0 + ocί is so small that all the conditions on αo + α l 5 α4 are satisfied.

The solution λ of Eq. (1.100) determines the configuration
w' = exp[z(/l — H/D/{uuλ))'\ we are looking for. Let us formulate the obtained
results in the following

Proposition 5. There exist positive constants c2, c3, depending on d and L only, such
that for an arbitrary configuration U1 satisfying (1.69), and for the configuration uγ

determined by Uγ and satisfying (1.68), (1.73), (1.74), if αo + α 1 ^ c 2 , then there
exists a configuration u' = eιλ satisfying the equations

^ g Γ , ^ / = l on Λ; j = 0,l,...,/c (1.107)

and the bounds

μ|, l^l(-i ) <8F 0 5 1 (α 0 + α 1). (1.108)

Such a configuration u' is unique in the domain

i ) < c 3 . (1.109)

The part of this proposition concerning the existence of u' was proved
completely. The uniqueness follows from the fact that the image of a set {λ: \λ\,
|D^| ( _ 1 ) <^α 4 } by the transformation λ^λ — H'D'(ul9λ) contains the set {λ': \λ\
\Dλ\- υ < ^α 4 for α4 sufficiently small. This follows from results of the next section.

Now let us consider implications of the proposition concerning the inductive
proof of the Theorem 4. It gives us a gauge transformation u = u'uγ such that the
conditions (1.29), (1.37), (1.38) are satisfied. This follows from the inductive
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construction of Uί and from (1.107). The bounds (1.108) and the representation
(1.84) imply

-log(UΓ\ ^\Ab\ + \g(i2idλ{b ))(Dλ)φ)\ + O(l)η\(Dλ)(b)\\Ab\lη

1 o n ^.,7 = 0, l , . . . , / c - l ,
(1.110)

hence

1 on Ωpj = 0,1, ...,fc, (1.111)

where CΊ is an absolute constant depending on d and L only. Thus all the
assumptions of Proposition 3 are satisfied and for αo + α t sufficiently small it
implies Theorem 4, except the uniqueness statement.

To prove the uniqueness let us assume that there are two transformations uu u2

satisfying the conditions of the Theorem 4. Then we have two configurations
t/1 = C7/MT1, U2 = U'uϊ\ Uγ = eit]A\ U2 = eiηA2. They satisfy all the conditions of the
theorem, hence A2 satisfies (1.37), (1.38), and both configurations Au A2 satisfy the
bounds (1.62). This implies that uf = u2u[γ satisfies the regularity conditions (1.73),
(1.74) with k instead of k— 1 and with a worse constant. This follows from
Proposition 8 of [3]. We have

u'u1 = u2, hence RQU'U^I on Λj9 j = 0,1, ...,/c, Uuί~ι = U2,

(1.112)

thus vΐ is a solution of the problem described in Proposition 5. For αo-f ocί

sufficiently small the assumptions of this proposition are satisfied and we have the
uniqueness property. In the considered case a configuration identically equal to 1
is a solution also, because Uγ satisfies the same conditions as U2. The uniqueness
implies vΐ — 1, or ux = u2. Thus we have completed the proof of Theorem 4, and
Theorem 2.

E. A Construction of the Linearizing Transformation

Let us consider the function Q'(ul9 λ'). The configuration u1 is fixed and we omit uγ

in the notations below. We want to construct a function D'(λ) for α3, α4 sufficiently
small, whose values are configurations X: 93fc-»g, such that the transformation

λ' = λ-H'D(λ) (1.113)

changes the function QXλ") into the linear function Q'λ:

= Q'(λ - H'D'(λ)) = Q'λ. (1.114)
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Using the equality (213) [3] the above equation can be written in the following
form:

Q'λ - QΉ'D'(λ) + C\λ - H'D'{λ)) = Q'λ, (1.115)

hence

- D\λ) + C{λ - H'D'(λ)) = 0. (1.116)

The function D'(λ) is a solution of the equation

C(λ-H'X) = X, (1.117)

or a fixed point of the transformation

X^C(λ-H'X). (1.118)

The configurations uuλ are treated as parameters and a solution of Eq. (1.117)
depends on them.

At first we will find a set of functions X which is transformed into itself by the
transformation (1.118). Let us assume that

1 on Ωj9 | X | < ^ α 4 . (1.119)

This implies

\λ-H/X\<a^\D{λ-H/X)\<aJJJηY1 on Ωj9 (1.120)

and by the inequality (214) we have

α3 + α4)α4, (1.121)

where the constant 0(1) in (214) [3] was denoted by C2. The transformation
(1.118) maps the set (1.119) of X's into itself if

Ci(α3 + α 4 )α 4 ^ — α 4, or α3 + α 4 < .

We may admit configurations λ, X with values in the complexified algebra gc and
all the above equations and inequalities are valid also.

We will prove that the mapping (1.118) is a contraction on the set (1.119) for α3,
α4 sufficiently small. We have

σ(λ-H'X1)-C(λ-H'X2)=]dt^ΓCχλ-H/(tX1+(l-t)X2))
o at

= - } Λ (~λC\λ-H\tXx + (1 -t)X2)), H'iX.-X.ή , (1.122)

where the functional derivative — C\λ) is defined as the linear mapping
oλ

\ ^ \τ=0. (1.123)
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Using the analyticity properties of C(λ), the derivative above can be written as

' < U 2 4 )

Taking r = (2max{|λo|, |DΛ.0|})
 xα 4, we get the estimate

δ
(1.125)

Applying it to the expression (1.122) we have

{C'iλ-H'X^- C\λ-H'X2)\ S C2 2B'0(x3 + α4) \Xt -X2\,

hence the mapping (1.118) is contractive if e.g. α3 + α 4 ^ - — — - . If the last

condition is satisfied, then the mapping transforms the set < \X\< —— OLΛ into

I 2 # o J
itself and is contractive on this set. Thus by the contraction mapping theorem there
exists exactly one solution of Eq. (1.117). This solution is an analytic function of λ
defined on the set of λ satisfying (1.119). We take D\λ) equal to this solution. From
Eq. (1.116) we can get much better bounds on it:

\D\λ)\ = \C\λ-H'Dχλ))\ < C'2(α3 + α 4)α 4.

They imply in particular that the mapping (1.113) transforms the set {λ: \λ\ < ̂ α4,
\Dλ\ < ^oc4(Ljη)~ι on Ωj} onto a set containing {λf: \λ'\ < iα 4, \Dλ'\ < ^a4(Ljη)~ι on
Ωj} for α3, α4 sufficiently small.

F. Removal of the Additional Regularity Assumption

We will prove that the additional regularity assumption (3.35) in (1.33) is a
consequence of the fundamental assumption UoeUk({Ωj}9oco)9 thus of the
regularity conditions (1.7)—(19). In fact we will prove a more general, and much
more precise, theorem which will have other important applications in subsequent
papers.

At first let us notice that if α0 + a1 £Ξ ct and

ollϋί-llK^ on Λj9 j = 0,l,...9k9 (1.126)

then Theorem 2 implies that there exists a gauge transformation u such that

on Ωp j =

(1.127)

We have to transform Uo into a configuration satisfying the axial gauge conditions
(1.15), i.e. we get a configuration belonging to Axk(?βk, 1). It is achieved by applying
a gauge transformation u0 satisfying the conditions uo(y) = 1 for y e 33k, hence the
configuration UQ*1 satisfies (1.126). Then we apply Theorem 2 to the configu-
rations UQ°\ 1 in the place of t/'[/0, Uθ9 and we get (1.127). The configuration
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identically equal to 1 satisfies, of course, all possible regularity conditions. Let us
notice that the gradient VηA in (1.127) is the ordinary finite difference gradient. Of
course (1.127) implies the regularity condition (3.35). We will apply this remark to
specially chosen {Ωj}.

Now let us take a cube D c Ω 0 f°r which we want to prove the condition (3.35).
A size of this cube depends on an index; indicating a scale we are interested in. We
assume that the cube D is contained in Ωj9 and not in Ωj+1. Further, we assume
that it is a union of cubes of the size R^^η, where RUMX are smallest integers
for which all the theorems of the papers [2, 4] are valid. To prove condition (3.35) it
is enough to take one such cube. Having in view future applications we take a size
of D equal to MLjη, where M is a multiple of RίM1. Without a loss of generality
we can assume also that; = fc, because we can drop out the domains Ωr,f >j, from
our assumptions, and change a scale. Then we have to admit the value k = 0. In this
case the reasoning is much simpler and will be covered by our analysis of a general
case, so we can assume that fe^ 1.

Let us take a sequence of cubes D o, D l 5 . . . , Π^-i, Πk, D, such that D p Dj+ί

and a distance between boundaries of these cubes is equal to RγM^η. Thus a
distance of the boundary of D 0 to D is equal to

f i?1M1L^<
j = 0 l—L

We cover D 0 by a smallest family of cubes of the size R1M1. A sum of these cubes is
a cube which we denote by D. A distance of its boundary to D is equal to 2R1M1.
We assume that RM is bigger than RXMU for example L~ XRM > 2dR1Mί, thus we
have 0 cΩfc-i. Of course we assume also that these constructions are compatible
with the block structure of the lattice T, i.e. for every j the cube D^ is a sum of the
big blocks of the lattice TL-j.

Let us consider the configuration Uo on the cube D. By the assumptions
(1.7HL9) and Proposition 2 from [3] we have

\Ui(dp)-l\<2a0L
2(IJη)2, p c Q ω , j = θ,l,...,k. (1.128)

We apply a gauge transformation to Uo, such that the gauge transformed
configuration U'o satisfies the axial gauge conditions (1.15), and UQ satisfies the
global axial gauge conditions on 0 ( k ) of the type introduced in the proof of
Proposition 1 in [3], i.e. U'ξ(ΓytJ = 1 for x e 0(/c), where y is a center of 0(k\ These
last conditions imply

\U^(x,x^-l\<\x-y\2L2aoS(M + 4R1Mί)dL2(xo,(x,x/)cQ{k). (1.129)

We assume that α0 is so small that the number on the right-hand side above is still
small and all the theorems on averaging operations are valid. In particular this
means α 0 ^0( l )M~ 1 , where 0(1) has to be a small number. If we are proving the
condition (3.35), then M = R1M1 and the restriction is (x0^0(l)(R1Mί)~ί. Rί9

M± are absolute constants, hence the last restriction is of the same kind as the other
restrictions on α0. Applying Lemma 1 many times, as in the proof of (1.65), (1.66),
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we get

(1.130)

The sequence of cubes {D^} is an admissible family of subsets satisfying (1.3),
(1.4), D feCί2 fc_1? ΠjCΩjJ<k. Let us define

(1.131)

&k= U Λ'j,

and let us define a configuration UQ as equal to U'o on D, and equal to 1 outside 0 .
It satisfies the conditions

U^EUk({Πj},L\Q)nAxk((ίk, 1), (1.132)

\Ulj-\\<6dL2M(x0 on Ώf, j = 0,1, ...,/c, (1.133)

by the construction of UQ, and the inequality (1.130). If 7dL2Moco^cu then the
assumptions of Theorem 4 are satisfied for the pair of configurations 1, UQ, thus
there exists a gauge transformation u such that U1 = UQU~ 1 satisfies the conditions
(1.36H1.39). Especially we have for M = RίMί,

U1=eiηA,\A\,\VηA\<ΊdL2B1RίM1ocQ on D . (1.134)

The configuration Uί in a neighborhood of D is obtained from Uo by a gauge
transformation, hence for α 0 sufficiently small we have proved the regularity
condition (3.35).

This implies that we can drop out this condition from the assumption (1.33).
We formulate the more general result in

Proposition 6. Let Uo, Uo, D, 0 be as described above, and let ΊdL2Ma0 ^ cv There
exists a gauge transformation u defined on D and such, that

Ljη \A\, (Ljη)2 \ VηA\, (Ljη)3 \dη*dηA\, (Ljη)3 \AηA\ < ΊdJ}BγM*Q on U-},

(1.136)

1

i

1
—102 L/Λ (x xθ
i

for <x, x'} C Π ( k ), y is a center of D , (1.137)

Rdη*A = 0, the operator R is determined by {D,} . (1.138)

The functions and derivatives above are defined without any external gauge field
configuration (or the configuration is equal to 1).
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G. An Inverse Theorem to Theorem 2

In this section we will prove a theorem which is, in a certain sense, inverse to
Theorem 2. We assume that we are given a gauge field configuration Uo,

UoeUk({Ωj},ao), (1.139)

and a Lie algebra valued configuration A satisfying

Uη\A\ΛLW\^QA\ΛLjη)3\DllDl0A\<a2 on Ωj. (1.140)

We consider the configuration L^UΌ, Uί = eιηΛ. We would like to prove bounds
(1.7)-(1 9), i.e. to find spaces VLk({Ωj}9Qc) to which this configuration belongs.

fLet us start with estimates of ΘU^Q — 1. The identity (1.21), the bound (1.47)
and the assumptions (1.139), (1.140) imply

\(U1 Uo) (dp) - 11 £ | U0(dp) -l\ + η2 \(DIOA) (p)| + \Ά\d \A\ (V)f

<(ao + 2ot2 + Sa2

2)L-2j on Ωj. (1.141)

The basic estimate (1.54) and the assumptions imply

l j 3 η 2 . (1.142)

To simplify formulations we assume that α0, α2 are so small that αo + 2α2

S oto + 3α2, α0 + α2 + 36dα2 + 50dα2 + 10dαoα2 ̂  α0 + 2α2. The Proposition 4 from
[3] gives also

\Qj(U0,ηA)\<2a2 on Ωf. (1.143)

Let us take a gauge transformation u satisfying the conditions (1.29) and such that
the configuration U/ = (Uί U0)

u UQ 1 satisfies the axial gauge conditions (1.19). This
gauge transformation is determined uniquely. The above bounds imply the
following

Proposition 7. If the configurations l/0, A satisfy (1.139), (1.140), then for α0, α2

sufficiently small we have

UV0 = (U, Uoy e Uk({Ωj}, α0 + 3α2)n,4xfc(23fc, Uo), (1.144)

(1.145)

This theorem complements Theorem 2. The gauge transformations con-
structed there establish not only a mapping of the space (1.33)—(L35) into the space
(1.36)—(1-39), but a kind of isomorphism also, in the sense that the inverse mapping
transforms the second space, defined by some constant α2 instead
into the first one with properly chosen α0, ocv

H. Generalizations of the Main Results

Let us describe two possible generalizations. The first is connected with the
fundamental gauge fixing condition (1.38) in the formulations of Theorems 2,4. It
is written with 0 on the right-hand side, but nothing prevents us to consider a more
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general condition of the form

R(U0)Dl*0A = f, (1.146)

where / is a function from the space R(U0)9 i.e. a Lie algebra valued function
defined on Ωo and satisfying R(U0)f = f Of course we have to assume that / is in a
sufficiently small neighborhood of 0, for example it is enough to assume that
|/|(-2) < Kαo + α i) with a positive, not too big, constant γ9 e.g. y = 1. Inspecting the
proofs of the theorems and propositions we can see easily that they work in this
more general situation almost without any changes, only some constants change
their numerical values. Thus we have the following generalization of Theorem 2.

Theorem 8. There exist constants Bl9 B2(β0), c1 such that for arbitrary Uθ9 U'U0

satisfying (1.33)—(1.35) with αo + αx ̂ cί9 and for an arbitrary function f from the
space R(U0) satisfying the bound |/|(_ 2 ) < y (α0 + α j , there exists exactly one gauge
transformation u satisfying (1.29) and such, that the conditions (1.36), (1.37), (1.39),
and (1.146) hold for the configuration U1 = U/U'\ The constants Bu B2(β0) are as in
Theorems 2, 4, the constant cγ depends on d, L and y.

At one point in the next paper we will use this theorem.
A second generalization is connected with the second regularity condition (1.9).

It is a strong assumption, and although it is a natural one because it is satisfied by
solutions of the variational problem described in [1], it would be desirable to have
a more general condition, and a more general result on Landau gauges. In fact it is
possible to have such a generalization. Instead of condition (1.9), we assume the
following, weaker Holder regularity condition,

^ - ^ \R(U(ΓXtX.)) U(dpμv(x^) - U(dpμv(x))\ < a0L-

for

j = 09l9...,k9 (1.147)

and for some positive βo,0<βo^ί. With these conditions we can prove again an
analog of Theorem 2, the only difference is that the configuration Uί9 or rather

A=—logU1, satisfies conditions (1.36)—(1.38), with β<β0, but of course not

condition (1.39). Unfortunately a proof of this result is rather unelementary, and
although it follows the main line of arguments of this paper, it makes use of
operators, e.g. G'β(U0), and their properties. It would be necessary to extend in an
essential way our theory of Green's functions in [4], to include necessary results.
We will not need the above generalization, so let us stop the discussion mentioning
only the possibility of such results.
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